Learning Attribute Representations with Localization for Flexible Fashion Search
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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate ways of conducting a detailed fashion search using query images and attributes. A credible fashion search platform should be able to (1) find images that share the same attributes as the query image, (2) allow users to manipulate certain attributes, e.g. replace collar attribute from round to v-neck, and (3) handle region-specific attribute manipulations, e.g. replacing the color attribute of the sleeve region without changing the color attribute of other regions. A key challenge to be addressed is that fashion products have multiple attributes and it is important for each of these attributes to have representative features. To address these challenges, we propose the FashionSearchNet which uses a weakly supervised localization method to extract regions of attributes. By doing so, unrelated features can be ignored thus improving the similarity learning. Also, FashionSearchNet incorporates a new procedure that enables region awareness to be able to handle region-specific requests. FashionSearchNet outperforms the most recent fashion search techniques and is shown to be able to carry out different search scenarios using the dynamic queries.

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, there has been remarkable progress in fashion related research, which includes recognition [14, 31, 36], attribute discovery [19, 42], recommendation [4, 20, 35], retrieval [10, 18, 36] and human/fashion parsing [29, 34, 43]. While the key issue addressed in mainstream image retrieval research is in cross-domain retrieval, a major challenge is managing situations where there are many attributes.

It is especially difficult to conduct a search by changing a certain attribute of the query image since it may be hard to find a balance between "maintaining the current attributes" and "adding a new attribute". In [46], this problem is defined as attribute manipulation and a solution is provided by combining features of the query image with a representation of the desired attribute. Another approach involves allowing users to decide which image is more preferred through "relevance feedback" but it can be computationally intensive [26, 28, 40]. In any case, these methods do not explore the localization aspect of feature representations which could help leaving out some artifacts of the unwanted attributes.

This paper introduces the FashionSearchNet which is able to conduct fashion searches using just query images and also query images with basic and region-specific attribute manipulations. Figure 1 illustrates two attribute manipulation scenarios for a given query image. For the first scenario, the color and collar attributes are changed to "beige" and "hood" respectively. The second scenario involves, a more specific attribute manipulation which changes the color of torso region to "red". While for the first attribute manipulation scenario resulted in suitable matches...
by FashionSearchNet, this was not the case for the second example as there was no exact match in the dataset for the desired attributes.

FashionSearchNet’s global average pooling layer gives it remarkable a localization ability [47], enabling it to generate attribute activation maps (AAMs) using weakly supervised labels i.e., with no information about the location of the attributes. Consequently, each attribute can be represented with the most relevant region. Focusing on regions is more feasible for images with multiple attributes since some attributes may only be present at certain locations. Region of interest pooling is performed to feed attribute-relevant features into a set of fully connected layers. The classification and ranking losses are applied to these layers to learn attribute representations/similarities. By doing so, the triplets of images ranking constraint becomes triplets of regions as each region is estimated from the AAMs. Therefore, the necessary conditions for picking triplets are relaxed which increases the possible number of triplets immensely as the similarity learning is now independent from the number of attributes.

After the training of attribute representations is finished, the undesired attribute representation of the query image can be directly replaced for a given attribute manipulation. Next, attribute representations of the query image are combined into a single global representation and used in the fashion search. This is made possible through the global ranking loss function, applied to decide which representation should have more importance depending on the attribute manipulation.

To our best knowledge, there are no other reported fashion search methods that are able to handle different regions of attributes (e.g., different color attributes for torso and sleeve regions). In order to conduct region-specific attribute manipulations using only image level annotations, FashionSearchNet incorporates a procedure that is able to discover relevant regions from the AAMs. These discovered regions then can be combined with the learned attribute representations (fully connected layers) so that new features can be included into the fashion search. For example, FashionSearchNet is made aware of say the color attribute of the sleeve regions through the AAMs corresponding to these regions of interest (ROI). Through ROI pooling of sleeve regions, the fully connected layer associated with the color attribute outputs a new set of features for region-specific fashion search. The same procedure can be used for any attribute-region combination to extract new region-specific features.

Here is a summary of the main contributions of this paper:

- Introduce a new network structure called FashionSearchNet which is able to conduct attribute representation learning by localizing towards attributes and acquire better attribute representations for attribute manipulations.
- Regions and region-specific attribute representations discovered using attribute activation maps which enable region-specific attribute manipulations.
- Experiments show that our proposed FashionSearchNet is up to 16% more accurate compared to baseline methods.

2. Related Work

Clothing Attribute Recognition. Clothing attributes provide a useful tool to assess the clothing products. Clothing attribute recognition has gained an increasing attention in the recent years. Preliminary works [6, 7, 25] relied on combining hand-crafted features such as SIFT [32] and HoG [12] with Support Vector Machines [11]. With deep neural networks, more accurate methods have been proposed. Mix and match [44] combined a deep network with conditional random fields to explore the compatibility of clothing items and attributes. Chen [8] focused on solving the problem of describing people based on fine-grained clothing attributes. Several works utilized weakly labeled image-text pairs to discover attributes [42, 45]. Abdulnabi et al. [2] proposed a multi-task based approach to learn an algorithm to predict multi-attributes. Attribute recognition helps both localization and retrieval abilities of our FashionSearchNet.

Attribute Localization. Being able to localize towards objects has been proven to be quite efficient in fine-grained recognition [23, 24] and image retrieval [5, 17]. In terms of fashion products, DARN [22] utilized from a module to detect clothing items which improved the performance of the network. Similar to DARN [22], Song et. al [38] proposed a unified method to localize and classify apparels. More interestingly, in FashionNet [31] joint prediction of clothing attributes and landmarks proved to be quite effective. However, most aforementioned methods require annotation of bounding boxes or key points and use localization to detect the main image. In [37], an end-to-end method is proposed to simultaneously localize and rank relative attributes in a weakly supervised manner with the help of Spatial Transformer Networks [24]. Nevertheless, the fact that a new model must be trained for each attribute for the method proposed in [37], makes it hard to implement for images with multiple attributes. Recently, class activation maps [47] has been shown to be very efficient in localizing on most representative regions using only the image level annotations. As it is not quite possible to annotate bounding boxes for every attribute, we were inspired to innovate by incorporating a weakly annotated attention mechanism to conduct multi-attribute based similarity learning.
Figure 2: Overview of the FashionSearchNet. With the input image fed through the network, the GAP layer is used to generate attribute activation maps (AAMs) for each attribute which are used to estimate several regions of interests (ROIs). Next, attribute-specific features are pooled from the conv5 layer by using the estimated ROIs. The pooled features are linked to a set of fully connected layers where the similarity learning between attributes is conducted and attribute representations are produced ($f_{c10,1}, f_{c10,2}, \ldots$). Finally, attribute representations are combined into a global representation ($F$) for use in the fashion search.

**Fashion Retrieval.** Fashion retrieval can be grouped into several categories. The most popular involves searching for same/similar items from images [18, 31, 33, 36] or videos [9, 15], while another set of works investigate the problem of fashion recommendation [4, 30, 39, 41]. There has not been much work done on image retrieval with attribute manipulation except [19, 46]. Han et. al [19] focuses on spatially aware concept discovery from image/text pairs and conducts attribute-feedback product retrieval with the word2vec model. On the other hand, Zhao et. al [46] proposed a method to manipulate clothing products using a memory gate and their approach was called "fashion search with attribute manipulation". In contrast to [46], our proposed method follows a different approach by including the localization of attributes, focusing on attribute representation learning and enabling region-specific attribute manipulations.

### 3. FashionSearchNet

This section presents an overview of our FashionSearchNet. First, the network is trained with the classification loss to generate attribute activation maps (AAMs) [47] which are able to identify regions of attributes thus ignoring unrelated features. The network is then trained once more to learn attribute representations with a combination of the ranking and the classification losses. A weighted combination of the attribute representations into a global representation is adopted in our proposed network through the global ranking loss. Lastly, AAMs produce region-specific attribute representations that enable the FashionSearchNet to carry out region based analysis of fashion images.

#### 3.1. Architecture Overview

The proposed FashionSearchNet network structure shown in Figure 2 is based on the AlexNet [27] architecture with the following modifications applied to the baseline network: All fully connected layers are removed and two convolutional layers are added after conv5 layer to compensate the effect of removing the fully connected layers. Regions of Interest (ROIs) are extracted using the AAMs, that represent the most activated regions of attributes. Features from conv5 layer are pooled using the ROIs into a set of fully connected layers, that serve as attribute representations and trained with the classification and ranking losses. These learned attribute representations are combined into a global representation to represent the input image with manipulated attributes, if any. The global ranking loss is required to estimate the importance of attribute representations depending on the attribute manipulation.

#### 3.2. Learning Attribute Representations

**Attribute Activation Maps:** The classification loss is used to discover the most relevant regions of attributes. Initially, the global average pooling (GAP) layer is applied to the last convolutional layer which corresponds to conv7 as follows:

$$\sum_k x_1(k) = \sum_{i,j} \text{conv7}_k(I(i,j))$$ (1)
where \( x_I(k) \) is the features extracted from the image \( I \) for channel \( k \) and \( \text{conv7} \) is the \( k \)-th feature map of \( \text{conv7} \) layer at spatial location \((i, j)\). The multi-attribute classification network is trained using the following classification loss:

\[
L_C = - \sum_{I=1}^{N} \sum_{a=1}^{A} \log(p(g_{Ia}|x_Iw_a))
\]

where \( g_{Ia} \) represents the ground truth of the \( a '\)th attribute of the \( I \)th image. \( x_Iw_a \) calculates weighted linear combination of \( x_I \) for attribute \( a \), \( N \) is the number of training examples and \( A \) is the number of attributes. The posterior probability estimates the probability of \( x_Iw_a \) to be classified as \( g_{Ia} \). We next define \( M_{a}(I, i, j) \) as the attribute activation map (AAM) for class \( c \) of an attribute \( a \) as follows:

\[
M_{a}(I, i, j) = \sum_{k} w_{a(k,c)} \text{conv7}(I, i, j)
\]

where \( w_{a(k,c)} \) is the weight variable of attribute \( a \) associated with \( k \)th feature map of class \( c \) and \( c \) is determined from the class, that maximizes the classification confidence. Using \( M_{a} \), attribute localization can be added to the network. In order to do so, \( A \) number of maps are estimated with a simple hard threshold technique. As per the implementation in [47], the pixel values that are above 20% of the maximum value in the generated map are segmented. This is followed by estimating a bounding box, that covers the largest connected region in the AAM. This step is repeated for each attribute.

**Ranking with Triplets of Regions:** FashionSearchNet’s ability to identify attributes enables it to ignore regions with unrelated features which may confuse the attribute similarity learning capability of the network. A structure similar to ROI pooling layer [16] is used to pass features from the \( \text{conv5} \) layer to a set of fully connected layers.

The example in Figure 3 for collar attribute similarity shows the intuition behind the triplets of regions ranking loss function. Anchor image \( \hat{I} \) may look similar to the negative image \( I^- \), due to color similarities. Actually, the collar attribute is very similar to that of \( I^+ \). If the output of the network’s \( h \)th layer without triplet ranking is used to check Euclidean distances, \( ||h(\hat{I}), h(I^+)||_2 \) would be the situation, meaning \( \hat{I} \) would be closer to \( I^- \) rather than \( I^+ \) in the feature space.

The first step of the proposed method involves estimating the corresponding AAMs as shown in Figure 3. Note that the heatmaps of \( \hat{I} \) and \( I^+ \) cover a smaller area compared to \( I^- \) thus confirming the localization ability since the collar attribute of \( I^- \) covers a wider region. It is evident that as the AAMs localize towards the collar attribute,

1The dimensions of \( w_a \) is \([\text{number of feature maps} \times \text{number of classes associated with} \ a] \)

the unrelated regions such as sleeve and torso are ignored without any intervention. Thus, FashionSearchNet is able to differentiate the collar attribute while ignoring irrelevant attributes (e.g., color, pattern etc.).

When the triplet ranking loss function defined in [22, 33] is used in FashionSearchNet, the observed loss was tremendous unless a very small learning rate is used. Inspired by [21], the soft-triplet ranking function is utilized which normalizes the distances to the range of \((0,1)\) with the softmax function and formulated as follows:

\[
d^+(h(\hat{I}), h(I^+), h(I^-)) = \frac{\exp(||h(\hat{I})-h(I^+)||_2)}{\exp(||h(\hat{I})-h(I^+)||_2) + \exp(||h(\hat{I})-h(I^-)||_2)}
\]

\[
d^-(h(\hat{I}), h(I^+), h(I^-)) = \frac{\exp(||h(\hat{I})-h(I^-)||_2)}{\exp(||h(\hat{I})-h(I^+)||_2) + \exp(||h(\hat{I})-h(I^-)||_2)}
\]

Given \( ||d^+, d^- - 1||_2^2 = d^+ \) and \( h = f_{c_{10,a}} \) the ranking loss function can be written as:

\[
L_T = \sum_{I=1}^{N} \sum_{a=1}^{A} d^+(f_{c_{10,a}}(\hat{I}), f_{c_{10,a}}(I^+), f_{c_{10,a}}(I^-))
\]

where \( A \) is the number of the fully connected layers which is also the number of attributes. The role of Eq. 6 is to learn a representation for each attribute using the final set of fully connected layers: \( f_{c_{10,a}} \). We minimize \( ||f_{c_{10,a}}(\hat{I}), f_{c_{10,a}}(I^+)||_2 \) and maximize \( ||f_{c_{10,a}}(\hat{I}), f_{c_{10,a}}(I^-)||_2 \). The rule for picking triplets is quite simple, \( \hat{I} \) and \( I^+ \) must share the same label while \( I^- \) is chosen randomly from a different label.

---

**Figure 3:** Examples for the triplets of regions of the collar attribute: Anchor (\( \hat{I} \)), Positive (\( I^+ \)) and Negative (\( I^- \)). The generated collar attribute activation maps tend to be near the collar region and irrelevant regions are eliminated; thus, enabling a better attribute similarity learning.
Both ranking and classification losses are used in the optimization processes leading to the attribute representations. It is necessary to use the classification loss as it was observed from experiments that using only the ranking loss significantly diminishes the discriminative ability of the network. This classification loss denoted as $L_{TC}$ is formulated as in Eq. 2, except $x_Iw_a$ is replaced with the output of $f_{c_{10,a}}$ layers.

**Attribute Manipulation:** By associating each attribute with a different fully connected layer ($f_{c_{10,1}}, \ldots, f_{c_{10,a}}$), the fashion search with attribute manipulation becomes straightforward. After the training, features are extracted from the training images with the same attribute value and averaged. These averaged features can be used to replace the "undesired" attribute representations i.e., attribute manipulation ($a^*$).

### 3.3. Learning Global Representation

In the previous subsection, we showed how FashionSearchNet is taught to localize and learn attribute representations. Combining all these learned features would lead to better results when conducting image searches. However, such combinations may be too big to handle and thus slow down the search process. To address this issue, a weight parameter $w_{a^*}$ is applied to reduce the concatenated feature length to 4096. Moreover, using an additional ranking function and letting a weight variable learn "which features are more important" improves the performance vastly. This is because some attribute representations such as "color" could be more important than other attribute representations say, "fabric". $A+1$ weight parameters denoted by $\lambda_{a,a^*}$ are learned, where the '+1' weight is the one without attribute manipulation. The training is conducted with the following global ranking loss function $L_G$ using $F(I,a^*)$ as follows for a given attribute manipulation $a^*$:

$$F(I,a^*) = [f_{c_{10,1}}(I)\lambda_{1,a^*}, \ldots, f_{c_{10,A}}(I)\lambda_{A,a^*}]w_{a^*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$L_G = \sum_{I=1}^{N} \sum_{a^*=1}^{A+1} d^+(F(\hat{I},a^*), F(I^+,a^*), F(I^-,a^*))$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

For the training of global representations, the unwanted attribute representation of the query image is replaced with the desired one which corresponds to $F(\hat{I}, a^*)$. With the weight variables applied as shown in Eq. 7, the training is conducted with the loss function given in Eq. 8. The same procedure is applied to all attributes. The rule for picking triplets for the global ranking loss is that $\hat{I}$ and $I^+$ must be identical in terms of attributes after the attribute manipulation $a^*$ while $I^-$ is chosen randomly.

**Optimization:** FashionSearchNet uses different loss functions in its optimization steps. It is first trained using $L_c$ as the other processes depend on how reliable the AAMs are. Then, $L_G$, $L_T$, $L_{TC}$ losses are accumulated and the network is trained once again. Finally, the parameters of the global representation are learned using $L_G$ without changing any attribute representation.

### 3.4. FashionSearchNet with region awareness

The weakly annotated structure of fashion datasets limits the ability to conduct detailed fashion searches. Consider an example of a dress image where the ground truth for the color attribute is "red". This may mean that the most dominant color is "red" while the color attribute for the sleeve and collar regions are "white". To address this issue, FashionSearchNet is extended to incorporate a procedure that facilitates "region awareness".

Intuitively, it is possible to define which attribute corresponds to which region. For example, in the Shopping100k dataset [3], the Collar, Sleeve and Torso regions can be defined. The region awareness procedure combines AAMs based on the linkages between regions and attributes.

For an attribute, the classes that have classification confidences higher than 0.1 are chosen to be relevant classes. Next, each AAM from the relevant classes is weighted by their associated classification confidences and accumulated. AAMs from different attributes are combined by accumulating heatmaps (see Figure 4). Once again, the pixel values that are above 20% of the maximum value in the generated map are segmented enabling the "awareness" of three different regions. These discovered regions can be associated with any attribute representation and thus enable new region-specific features to be extracted. The means of the discovered regions for Shopping100k dataset [3] images are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, the sleeve and collar maps are visually better positioned than the torso map. To resolve this issue, the highlighted regions of the sleeve and collar are removed from the torso region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collar</td>
<td>Collar, Neckline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torso</td>
<td>Pattern, Color</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleeve</td>
<td>Sleeve length</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: The mean of the discovered collar, sleeve and torso regions for images in Shopping100k dataset [3], using the linkage provided in the table.
4. Experiments

Datasets: Of the many datasets available for fashion research [3, 18, 22, 25, 31], we used Shopping100k [3] and DeepFashion [31] which provide real-world fashion images along with their detailed attributes. The images in the DeepFashion [31] dataset have people, posing with the clothing products while Shopping100k [3] only has images of clothing items.

Shopping100k dataset [3] contains 101,021 images with 12 attributes. 79,000 images are used to train the network and the remaining 22,021 images are used for the fashion search. 20,021 images are reserved for the retrieval gallery, leaving 2,000 images for the queries.

For the DeepFashion dataset [31], we use category and attribute prediction benchmark which has 289,222 images with 6 attributes. Looking at the attributes, Texture, Shape and Category attributes are used as they are the most suitable for the attribute manipulation experiments. By removing unrelated attributes, the dataset is reduced to around 113,000 images. 90,000 images are used to train the network and the remaining 23,000 images are used to conduct the fashion search. For the retrieval gallery, 21,000 images are reserved leaving 2,000 images for the queries.

Competing Methods: We investigated several state-of-the-art approaches and found that FashionNet [31] and StyleNet [36] which solve different fashion retrieval problems and are not suitable for attribute manipulation. We compared the performance of FashionSearchNet with AMNet [46] and an attribute-based method which uses AlexNet [27] and predicts attributes of query images and substitutes unwanted attributes with the desired ones. For the comparison study, we used a variation of FashionSearchNet: FashionSearchNet without the localization ability AAMs (i.e., no AAMs) which feeds conv5 features without ROI pooling. FashionSearchNet with region awareness is used for the user study.

Evaluation Metric: For the qualitative experiments, we define the retrieval accuracy as follows. Given a query image and an attribute manipulation, the search algorithm finds the "best K" image matches i.e., "Top-K" matches. If there is a match (i.e., having the same attributes as the query image) after attribute manipulation, it corresponds to a hit (1) otherwise it is a miss (0).

Search Strategy: In [13], the search involves the use of very precise terms resulting in short search sessions leading to an end-result. We also adopt simple fashion queries by only changing a single attribute from the query image.

4.1. Search by Query

"Search by Query" experiments essentially involve finding similar images to the query image. These experiments require extracting features of the query image and comparing with the retrieval gallery without any attribute manipulation. Attribute manipulation by AMNet [46] is "turned off" by setting the attribute manipulation indicator with zeros and fc7 features of the attribute-based model is directly used to conduct the search.

From the Top-K retrieval accuracy results presented in Figure 5 for Shopping100k and DeepFashion datasets, it is evident that all methods perform quite similar to each other. FashionSearchNet achieves the best performance on Shopping100k while AMNet [46] performs slightly better on DeepFashion dataset. While "search by query" is the easiest fashion search scenario, we have also carried out more challenging experiments by including attribute manipulations.

4.2. Search by Query and Attribute Manipulation

"Search by query and attribute manipulations" experiments involve replacing certain feature representations of the query image with the desired and comparing Euclidean distances of global representations with the retrieval gallery. For these experiments, every possible attribute manipulation that is available in the retrieval gallery is applied to the query images.

Top-K retrieval accuracy results are presented in Figure 6 for Shopping100k and DeepFashion datasets. FashionSearchNet achieves the best performance, giving 56.6% and 37.6% Top-30 accuracy on Shopping100k and DeepFashion datasets respectively which is 5.4% and 6.3% higher than the nearest competitor which is the FashionSearchNet without the localization ability. The performance of FashionSearchNet without localization shows that using the whole feature map to learn attribute representations may have introduced some noisy features that harm the retrieval accuracy. FashionSearchNet performs 16% and 13% better than AMNet [46]. AMNet [46] is a good baseline as it outperforms the attribute-based method by 19% and 12%. The attribute-based method does not perform well as attribute manipulation depends on having decent predictions for all attributes. The main drawback of AMNet [46] is that it combines the query image with a representation of the desired attribute, while FashionSearchNet replaces the unwanted attribute with the desired one and estimates a global representation using a weighted combination. Also, AMNet [46] is unable to carry any localization which affects its performance.

Compared to the "Search by Query" experiment, there is a significant reduction in performance accuracy for all methods which highlights the difficulty of this task. With regards to the datasets, DeepFashion has more complex images, unlike Shopping100k. However, Shopping100k has a larger number of attributes thus making it a challenging benchmark for the attribute manipulation problem.
4.3. Visual Examples of Fashion Search

Figure 7 shows several examples of the fashion search experiments. Images with the green bounding box mean that all attributes are matched with the query image and attribute manipulation. In the first row, a query image is selected and fashion search is conducted without changing any attributes which is called "search by query". As a result, images similar to the query image are retrieved by FashionSearchNet.

Next, an attribute manipulation involving the change of the collar attribute to "High" is applied to the query image. FashionSearchNet uses the provided attribute manipulation and query image to retrieve the Top-3 images that meet the criteria. The second row of Figure 7 shows another example with the same procedure and more attribute manipulation experiments are provided in the supplementary material.

4.4. Search by Region-specific Attribute Manipulations

As none of the datasets contain region-based attributes and it would be challenging to label each region for the whole dataset, a user study on the Shopping100K dataset was conducted to overcome this limitation. Note that, for these set of experiments lower weights were assigned to other attribute representations such as collar, pocket etc. to give more importance to the desired attributes.

User Study: This user study consists of 10 volunteers and 30 query images along the region-specific color attribute manipulations (e.g. change sleeve region from red to green color) and leaves other attributes for the future studies. Each user was given a query image along with the attribute manipulation similar to Figure 8 and shown the Top-3 retrieved images by AMNet [46], FashionSearchNet and FashionSearchNet with region awareness. The users were asked to choose which of the retrieved images satisfy the search criteria and the success rate was evaluated as follows: (number of picked images) / (total number of displayed images). The results of this user study are presented in Table 1. For FashionSearchNet and AMNet [46], as it is not possible to conduct region-specific attribute manipulations, the attribute manipulation performed is similar to "Search by Query and Attribute Manipulation". Our FashionSearchNet with region awareness performs much better than the other two methods by utilizing additional region-specific representations. FashionSearchNet works better than AMNet [46] because it can attend to color regions to find several relevant images.

Table 1: Success rates for region-specific attribute manipulation experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Success Rate</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the three examples in Figure 8, the color of the torso attribute is changed to the yellow color in the first example. After conducting this region-specific attribute manipulation, the first retrieved image is the one where the color of the torso is yellow. Two other examples given in Figure 8 focus on manipulation of attributes to the sleeve and collar regions.

4.5. Implementation Details

We use pre-trained ImageNet weights for AlexNet [27] up until $conv4$th layer and reinitialize other layers. For $conv5$, $conv6$, $conv7$ layers, sizes of feature maps are 384, 512, 512 respectively. As we use regions of triplets ranking constraint, the selection of $(I, I^+, I^-)$ becomes easy. For each mini-batch, images with the same attribute are chosen to be $I$ and $I^+$. $I^-$ is picked such that it has a different attribute. Gradients are calculated for each loss function and they are back propagated through the network. The network is trained with the stochastic gradient descent algorithm us-
Figure 7: The Top-3 retrieval results of fashion search with or without attribute manipulation for a given a query image. The green bounding boxes denote those images retrieved by FashionSearchNet that match all desired attributes when the search is conducted after the attribute manipulations are applied.

Figure 8: Examples of region-specific attribute manipulations. For a given query image and region-specific attribute manipulation (change), the image retrieved by FashionSearchNet that best correlates with the attributes of the query image and attribute manipulation is shown on the right of the query image.

4.6. Run Time Performance

Our FashionSearchNet is trained on Intel i7-5820K CPU and 64 GB RAM memory with GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU. FashionSearchNet can extract features from 10,000 images in around 60 seconds which is very close to the attribute-based method. Compared to the AlexNet implementation [27], the proposed FashionSearchNet has several additional layers to learn attribute representations. However, by using smaller fully connected layers, the run-time performance of FashionSearchNet is still efficient compared to the attribute-based method. Moreover, using ROI pooling layer, all images just need to be fed into the network once which saves a lot of computation time. Extraction of ROIs for all attributes is efficient as it takes about only 0.002 seconds for each image.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a new approach for conducting fashion searches using just query images and also query images with basic and region-specific attribute manipulations. The proposed FashionSearchNet is able to generate efficient feature representations for fashion search and its good localization ability enables it to identify the most relevant regions for attributes of interest. In addition to being able to combine attribute representations into a single global representation for attribute manipulations, FashionSearchNet incorporates a procedure that facilitates "region awareness" to accommodate region-specific requests. The proposed FashionSearchNet is shown to outperform the baseline fashion search methods including AMNet [46]. An interesting problem for future work would be to extend FashionSearchNet to other types of image retrieval problems.
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